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Capgemini positioned in the Winner’s Circle by HfS Research
Blueprint report for Finance and Accounting BPO

Paris, 19 March 2015, Capgemini, one of the world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and
outsourcing services, today announced that it has been positioned in the “Winner’s Circle” in the HfS
Blueprint Report: Finance and Accounting BPO. The report highlights Capgemini’s strength as a
transformative Finance and Accounting BPO service provider with key process transformation and
finance analytics capabilities, giving it competitive edge on the market.
According to the HfS Research report, Capgemini is positioned in the Winner’s circle based on its outstanding
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client relationships, customer wins in recent years, an effective Global Enterprise Model (GEM)™ , and
integration of technology into business processes. The report stated that Capgemini was a “global service
provider with strong transformational capabilities and a full set of offerings.”

Christopher Stancombe, CEO of BPO and member of the Group Executive Committee at Capgemini said:
“Capgemini has always been at the forefront of delivering best–in–class Finance and Accounting BPO services
tailored to meet customer’s requirements, while developing deep-rooted relationships with clients. We are very
proud of being in the Winner’s circle, further improving our position from 2013 to be ranked as a world leader for
Finance & Accounting BPO services.”
Phil Fersht, Chief Executive at HfS Research: “Capgemini is excelling as one of the most progressive finance
and accounting services providers. During our BlueprintTM analysis, Capgemini F&A clients cited the firm's
strong relationship focus and its dedication to providing talent to improve the value of finance delivery. In our
view, Capgemini's Global Enterprise Model and proven ability to provide this service quality consistently sets it
apart at the forefront of the F&A market."

Capgemini has a range of end–to-end Finance and Accounting services designed to help organizations
enhance efficiency, effectiveness, and control while delivering value across the overall business. Capgemini’s
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Capgemini's Global Enterprise Model (GEM) is a transformation methodology comprised of 7 levers including grade,
location and competency mix, Global Process Model, technology, pricing and governance, all of which are calibrated
according to each client’s specific needs.
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unique Global Enterprise Model (GEM)™, has proven to be a powerful analytics–driven BPO platform for driving
business transformation across organizations.

HfS Research: “Blueprint Report: Progressive Finance & Accounting Business Process Outsourcing Services,
March 2015”

About Capgemini
With almost 145,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's foremost providers of
consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573
billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that fit their
needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has developed its own
TM
®
way of working, the Collaborative Business Experience , and draws on Rightshore , its worldwide delivery
model.
Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com.
®

Rightshore is a trademark belonging to Capgemini
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